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1 Introduction

Many goods and assets are traded in dynamic markets where sellers and buyers arrive, find trading

partners, bargain to determine a price, and—if they fail to trade—continue in the market to be

rematched. The main questions that arise in these kinds of markets are: what are the trading

frictions and how do they affect the allocation and prices? how do they vary with the thickness of

the market? how are they affected by the trading mechanism? and finally, how can an intermediary

alleviate these frictions? There is a large theoretical literature that addresses these questions but the

empirical literature is sparse. This paper develops and estimates a structural model of a dynamic

market with an intermediary to provide quantitative answers to these questions.

Our data is from eBay, so we tailor the model to capture the main features of this market. Buyers

and sellers arrive randomly over time to trade one unit of a homogenous good. Buyers have

heterogeneous values that do not change over time. Sellers have essentially no value for the good.

Every seller contracts with the intermediary to sell its unit in a second-price auction of fixed

duration. At every moment in time, the market consists of a number of overlapping auctions with

different closing times. Every buyer chooses one auction in which to bid and submits her bid to

the intermediary. The intermediary receives the bids and posts in real time the highest losing bid

in each auction. Buyers use these bids and the closing times of the auctions to sort across the

auctions. Low value buyers tend to choose auctions with later closing times because the posted

prices in earlier auctions typically exceed their values. High value buyers tend to choose auctions

with earlier closing times, because the probability of being outbid by a subsequent buyer is lower

in these auctions. The buyer with the highest bid at the close of the auction wins and pays the

second highest bid to the seller. Buyers who submit losing bids either exit for exogenous reasons or

enter a pool of losers and return to bid again at some future time. Sellers almost always sell in our

model, but they exit the market if they do not sell. The trading frictions in the market are on the

buyer side: private information about values, strategic behavior, and bidding costs. The main role

of the intermediary is to run the auctions, collect the bids, and post information about the bids.

The option to bid again implies that each buyer’s willingness to pay in an auction is her private

value of the good less the option value of losing. In thin markets, this option value depends on the

number and values of the buyers who lost in prior auctions, so the strategies of the buyers could

in principle depend on the entire history of the game. Since rivals can exploit this information,
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bidders would also have to take into account the effect of their decisions on the option value of

losing. We make assumptions about the size of the buyer population and about the rate at which

losing buyers return to the market such that (i) the benefit from tracking the bids of past losers is

negligible and (ii) her bid has a negligible impact on the option value of losing. These assumptions

imply that each buyer has a dominant strategy to bid her willingness to pay, and this strategy is

monotone increasing in value and independent of the state of play. The latter property is crucial

to our estimation strategy: it allows us to estimate the distribution of values of buyers without

having to solve for the equilibrium auction choice rule, which (unlike the bid function) can depend

on the history of play.

We show that the primitives of the model are identified using data on bids and buyer identities.

We estimate the model using data from eBay auctions for iPads and compute the total surplus

generated by the trading mechanism. We examine how surplus varies with the thickness of the

market by estimating the model separately for the 16GB and 64GB iPad models. The market

for the 16GB version has more sellers and buyers arriving per day than the 64GB market. This

comparison also provides evidence on whether buyers’ bids indeed reflect continuation values, since

the option value of losing is higher in the thicker market.

We use the estimates to simulate two counterfactuals that serve as benchmarks for evaluating the

efficiency of the eBay trading mechanism. The first counterfactual is a centralized exchange market

in which all sellers and buyers who arrive during a fixed period of time participate in a uniform

price auction. Buyers submit their bids to the intermediary, who orders the bids from highest to

lowest and finds the price that clears the market. The intermediary then allocates the available

units to buyers who bid at least the market-clearing price, and they pay the market-clearing price

to the sellers. If enough buyers and sellers arrive during the period, then this price is essentially

the Walrasian price. In our application, running the uniform auction every day or two would be

sufficient to achieve the competitive outcome, in which case the uniform auction would be essentially

equivalent to a posted price mechanism.

The second counterfactual is intended to represent a fully decentralized market in which each seller

runs her own second-price auction. The distinguishing feature of such a market is that the matching

of buyers to sellers is random. In the specific context of our model, it means that the intermediary

does not post standing high bids. Random matching then results from an equilibrium in which
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each arriving buyer chooses to bid in the auction that is next to close. We simulate the market

outcomes under this choice rule and compute total surplus and revenues. We find that the eBay

mechanism generates substantially higher surplus and revenue than the decentralized market.

In the theoretical literature, Satterthwaite and Shneyerov (2008a, 2008b) study models of dynamic

matching and bargaining markets that are quite similar to our model of a decentralized market.

Their focus is on whether the allocation converges to the competitive outcome as the number of

trading opportunities per unit of time gets large. In the relevant empirical literature on dynamic

models of trade, Gavazza (2011) studies a decentralized market for used aircraft where the trading

mechanism is pair-wise bargaining rather than an auction. The model generates a rich set of

testable predictions on how market outcomes change with the thickness of the market. He tests

these predictions using cross-sectional variation in the stocks of different models of aircraft. Gavazza

(2013) introduces dealers into the model and estimates its primitives in order to quantify the effects

of trading frictions on allocations and prices, and to measure the extent to which dealers alleviate

these frictions. Backus and Lewis (2012) study identification and estimation issues in a dynamic

model of sequential auctions in a differentiated good market. In the structural empirical literature

on eBay auctions, Bajari and Hortascu (2003), Gonzalez, Hasker, and Sickles (2004), Canals-Cerda

and Pearcy (2006), Ackerberg, Hirano, and Shahriar (2006) and Lewis (2007) have estimated static

models of bidding. Adachi (2014) estimates a dynamic model of the eBay mechanism that is closely

related to ours, although the estimation strategy is quite different.

2 A Dynamic Model of Bidding

In this section, we develop a theoretical model of bidding in a dynamic environment like eBay. We

provide a partial characterization of the equilibrium and show that this is sufficient to identify and

estimate the primitives of the model from data on bids.

An infinite number of sellers arrive over time to sell a single unit of a homogenous good. Each seller

contracts with an intermediary to sell her unit in a second-price auction. It will be convenient to

assume the arrival times of the sellers are equally spaced and normalize the time between arrivals

to be one unit. The duration of each auction is set to J units of time, where J is a large integer.1

1eBay allows the seller to choose auction length; typically auctions run for 1, 3, 5, 7, or 10 days.
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Thus, at any time t, the market consists of a set of J overlapping auctions. We index the auctions

by j and order them by their closing times with j = 1 denoting the next-to-close auction and

j = J denoting the auction with the most distant closing time. If at time t, the time remaining

in auction 1 is d ∈ (0, 1), then the closing time of auction j = 2, .., J is equal to d + j − 1. At

closing time, the item is awarded to the buyer who submitted the highest bid at a price equal to

the second-highest bid or, if no one else bids, the seller’s starting bid. Since virtually all of the

sellers in the market that we study choose starting bids that are low enough to ensure the sale of

the product, we normalize the starting bid to zero.2

On the demand side, new buyers randomly arrive over time to buy a single unit of the good. Buyers

are risk-neutral and their utility functions are quasi-linear in income. Each new buyer draws a value

x for the good from a distribution FE with density fE and support X = [0, x]. The values of the

buyers are independently and identically distributed, and they do not change over time. If a buyer

arrives and the standing bid in at least one auction is less than her willingness to pay, then she

chooses an auction in which to bid and submits a bid at that time.3 If her bid is the highest bid at

the closing time of the auction, then she wins the auction and exits. If she does not bid or her bid

is not the highest bid at closing time, then she is a loser and either exits the market with positive

probability or bids again in some future auction. Thus, each auction can have two types of buyers:

new buyers who have never bid before and returning buyers who have lost in a previous auction.

2.1 Entry and Exit Dynamics

Each auction is a continuous-time, ascending price auction with proxy bidding. At any time t, the

intermediary posts the highest losing bids in the J auctions but does not report the highest bids.

We will refer to the highest losing bids as standing bids. Let rj(t) and wj(t) denote respectively

the standing bid and the high bid in auction j at time t and define r(t) = (r1(t), .., rJ(t)) and

w(t) = (w1(t), .., wJ(t)) as the vectors of standing bids and high bids respectively in the market at

time t. A buyer who decides to bid in auction j enters a maximum bid b and the intermediary bids

on her behalf up to that level. We will refer to such bids as proxy bids. If b is less than wj(t), then

the buyer loses and either exits with probability α or enters the pool of losers with probability 1−α.

2eBay also allows sellers to set a secret reserve price. We ignore this choice since most sellers in our market choose
not to exercise this option.

3This is a strong assumption since it rules out strategic delay (e.g., “sniping”). However, it appears consistent
with the data in our application since most of the buyers in the ipad market do not wait until the last minute to bid.
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The standing bid in auction j increases to b (plus a small bid increment). If b exceeds wj(t), then

the buyer becomes the new high bidder and the previous high buyer (assuming wj(t) > 0) exits

with probability α or enters a pool of losers with probability 1 − α. The standing bid in auction

j increases to wj(t). When the auction ends, the item is awarded to the buyer with the highest

proxy bid at the standing bid and she exits for certain. The exit rates are exogenous and the same

for all buyers.

The probability laws determining entry are also exogenous. Let E(t) denote the (random) number

of new buyers who arrive in an interval [0, t]. The family E = {E(t); t ≥ 0} of random variables is

an arrival process with continuous time parameter and discrete state space consisting of the non-

negative integers. The arrival process is a Poisson process with parameter λ. The number of new

buyers who arrive in a time period [t, t+ ∆) is defined as N(t) = E(t+ ∆)−E(t). The probability

that n new buyers arrive in that period is

Pr{N(t) = n} =
(λ∆)ne−λ∆

n!

and the expected number of new buyers is λ∆.

The arrival of returning buyers depends upon the number and values in the pool of losers. This set

can be represented by a counting measure defined on X and its evolution studied using the theory

of point processes.4 Let k(t) ∈ K denote the counting measure at time t where K is the space of

counting measures and let l(t) denote the number of buyers in the pool. The number of buyers who

leave the pool to bid during period [t, t+ ∆) is denoted by M(t). We assume that the time that a

buyer spends in the pool of losers before returning to the market is independent of her value and

distributed exponential with parameter β. Thus, the probability that a buyer who loses at time t

and returns in some future period [t + s, t + s + ∆) conditional on not exiting or arriving earlier

than t+ s is

1− e−β∆ ≈ β∆.

This hazard rate does not depend upon when she entered the pool nor on how long she has been in

the pool. Hence, the buyers in the pool are equally likely to leave, so M(t) is a binomial random

variable with parameters l(t) and β∆. The expected number of buyers who leave the pool during

the period [t, t+∆) is β∆l(t) and the expected number of buyers who arrive to bid during this period

4See Matsuki (2013).
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is β∆l(t)+λ∆. Since every buyer who arrives either loses or displaces another buyer, the number of

buyers who enter the pool of losers during the period is on average equal to (1−α)(β∆l(t) +λ∆).5

In the long run, the number of buyers who leave the pool must on average equal the number of

buyers who enter the pool, which implies that the size of the pool fluctuates around

l =
λ(1− α)

αβ
.

To summarize: the state of the market at any time t consists of the set of values in the pool of

losers, k(t), standing bids, r(t), high bids, w(t), and d, the time remaining in the next-to-close

auction. We have described how the state changes when a buyer arrives and bids. The probability

law determining the transitions of the state and the long-run behavior of the stochastic process

depend on the equilibrium rules that govern how new and returning buyers choose an auction and

bid in that auction.

2.2 Bidding Behavior

When a buyer arrives to the market, she has to decide in which auction to bid and how much to bid.

These decisions depend on the information that the intermediary provides about the market. In

our application, the intermediatry posts the bid history of individual auctions, including auctions

that ended prior to arrival. The bid history of an auction consists of the highest losing bids, the

times at which they were submitted, and the identity of the buyers submitting them. The winning

bids in auctions that have closed are not posted. The buyer can learn the bid history of an auction

by first clicking on the auction and then clicking on its bid history. By combining these individual

bid histories, a buyer could re-construct the real-time history of the market (minus the winning

bids), although it may be somewhat costly to do so. Let h(t) denote the history of the market prior

to time t and let H(t) denote the set of all histories.

Since exit is private information, buyers do not observe the pool of losers. The buyer could use the

market histories to learn about the pool of losers but, if they did so, then their choice and bidding

strategies are unlikely to be stationary. It would also give rise to a dynamic incentive problem

5If a buyer is the first to bid in an auction then she does not displace anyone but, in every auction this buyer is
offset by the buyer who wins the auction and exits for certain.
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known as the “leakage” problem (see also Backus and Lewis (2012)). Buyers may lose and return

to bid again, so they would have to take into account the impact of their decisions on the beliefs of

future rivals. This issue is likely to be important for “thin” markets in which the number of sellers

and buyers is small. Our application is a large market: the number of buyers in the pool of losers

is on average over three hundred.6. Furthermore, return times are exponential. Thus, the benefit

of building a market history in order to track bidder identities and losing bids is negligible. As a

result, we will assume that buyers do not use the bid histories to learn about about the pool of

losers. Instead, their beliefs about the probability law determining the number and values of return

buyers is determined by the invariant distribution on K generated by their participation and bid

strategies. Let FL denote the distribution of values in the pool of losers induced by this invariant

distribution.

In what follows, it will be convenient to approximate the distribution of the number of returning

buyers by a Poisson distribution with parameter γ = βl. This approximation is useful because it

allows us to treat returning and new buyers symmetrically. A buyer who returns to the market

has to condition her beliefs about M(t) on her arrival. In the case of the Poisson distribution, a

returning buyer’s belief about the number of returning rivals conditional on her own arrival is the

same as a new buyer’s unconditional belief—namely, that it is distributed Poisson with parameter

γ.7 Thus, each buyer believes that the probability of m buyers returning to the market in any

period [t, t+ ∆) is given by

Pr{M(t) = m} =
(γ∆)me−γ∆

m!

and the total number of buyers who arrive in that period is a Poisson random variable with param-

eter (γ + λ)∆. As a result, in any symmetric equilibrium, returning buyers and new buyers that

have the same value and arrive in same state make the same decisions.

When buyers arrive, they do not observe the high bids in the auctions open for bidding at that

time. They need to form beliefs about these bids based on the market history. Let ω(t) ∈ Ω denote

the information set that a buyer who arrives at time t uses to construct her beliefs about w(t). It

certainly includes the standing bids r(t) and closing times d(t) but it is also could include statistics

such as the difference between t and the times at which the high bids in the J auctions were

6We compute this number using estimates of the arrival rate of new buyers, and exit and return rates of losers
and plugging them into.the above formula for l.

7Myerson (2000) refers to this property of Poisson games as environmental equivalence.
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submitted. The crucial restriction here is that Ω is finite and time-invariant. A pure (stationary)

strategy is a choice function ρ : X ×Ω→ {0, 1, .., J}, where 0 represents the option of not bidding

and a bid function σ : X × Ω → <+. These two rules, together with the exogenous arrival and

exit of buyers and sellers, determine the continuous time transitions of the state of the market.

An equilibrium consists of a triple (ρ∗, σ∗, µ∗) such that (i) given µ∗, ρ∗ selects the auction with

the highest expected payoffs and σ∗ is the optimal bid in that auction; (ii) given (ρ∗, σ∗), µ∗ is the

invariant distribution that gives the long-run probabilities over any set of states. Let Ψ denote the

stationary distribution induced by µ on Ω that gives the long-run probabilities of any subset of Ω.

We turn next to the buyer’s decision problem. Our second large population assumption concerns

the option value of losing. In calculating this value, a buyer has to form beliefs about what the

state of the market will be when she returns. Let v(x, ω) denote the expected payoff to a buyer

with value x who behaves optimally in state ω. The ex ante value function is defined as

V (x) =

∫
v(x, ω)dΨ(ω).

Key Assumption: A buyer with value x believes that her continuation value from losing and

returning at some future time is V (x).

The above assumption implies that each buyer views the state of the market when she returns as a

random draw from a stationary distribution. It plays a critical role in the analysis. In thin markets,

if a buyer loses and does not exit, relatively few buyers are likely to arrive before she returns. In

that case, she will want to use the current state to forecast the state upon her return. She will also

need to take into account how her bid affects the transition of the state. Recall that a buyer’s bid

only becomes part of the state whenever her bid is the high bid in an auction and a subsequent

buyer submits a higher bid. At that point, her bid will influence the decisions of future buyers

and hence her continuation value. Both of these effects, the information effect and the dynamic

incentive effect, become negligible as the arrival rate of buyers gets large relative to the return time

of a buyer. This is the case in our application. As we show later, the median number of auctions

that finish in the time it takes a losing bidder to return is 8, and at an average of 9 buyers per

auction, it implies that roughly 72 other buyers arrive before a losing bidder returns. In any case,

it is a testable assumption.
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We now characterize the optimal bidding decision of a buyer. The probability that she wins an

auction is simply the probability that her bid exceeds the bid of the current high bid and that

of any other buyer who decides to bid in the auction before it closes. Since her bid only affects

the decisions of subsequent buyers if she loses, her expectations of winning depend only upon the

current state. Let Gj(p;ω) denote her belief that the highest bid submitted by her rivals in auction

j is p when the state of her arrival is ω. Note that the high bid in auction j is included in ω so

the lower bound of the support of Gj(p;ω) is rj . Ignoring any discounting and integrating over the

random return time, her optimization problem can be expressed as

max
b

∫ b

0
(x− p)dGj(p;ω) + (1− α)(1−Gj(b;ω))V (x).

Differentiating and solving for the optimal bid yields the optimal bid function.

Proposition 1 The equilibrium bid function is given by

σ(x) = x− (1− α(x))V (x). (1)

The striking feature of this bidding strategy is that it does not depend upon the auction choice or

bid history or the bidding strategy of rivals. We exploit this feature to derive a closed form solution

for the value function.

Substituting b = σ∗(x), the expected payoff to a bidder with type x who bids optimally in auction

j in state ω is

vj(x;ω) =

∫ σ∗(x)

0
(x− p)dGj(p;ω) + (1− α(x))(1−Gj(σ∗(x);ω))V (x)

Her optimal choice of auction is to bid in the auction with highest positive expected payoff. As-

suming for convenience that there is always at least one auction that has no bid (i.e., J is large),

v(x;ω) = max{v1(x;ω), ...., vJ(x;ω)}.
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Let ρ∗(x;ω) denote the equilibrium choice of a buyer with value x in state ω, and define

G(p) =

∫
Gρ∗(x;ω)(p;ω)dΨ(ω).

Here G is the stationary distribution of the highest bid submitted by rivals when buyers use the

equilibrium choice rule ρ∗(x;ω) and bid rule σ∗(x). Taking expectations over the state and changing

the order of integration, the ex ante value function can be expressed as

V (x) =

∫ (∫ σ∗(x)

0
(x− p)dGρ∗(x;ω)(p;ω) + (1− α)(1−Gρ∗(x;ω)(σ

∗(x);ω))V (x)

)
dΨ(ω) (2)

=

∫ σ∗(x)

0
(x− p)dG(p) + (1− α)(1−G(σ∗(x)))V (x)

=

∫ σ∗(x)
0 (x− p)dG(p)

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ∗(x)))]

Equation (2) reveals that the ex ante value function has a closed form solution that depends only

upon G, the unconditional equilibrium probability that a buyer wins the good. We can now check

that σ∗ is increasing, a necessary condition for existence, and establish the properties of the ex ante

value function.

Proposition 2 σ∗ is monotone increasing in x and

V (x) =

x∫
0

G(σ∗(s))ds

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ∗(s))]
(3)

and convex in x.

Proof. Taking expectations over the state and changing the order of integration,

V (x) =

∫ (∫ σ(x)

0
(x− p)dGρ(x;ω)(p;ω) + (1− α)(1−Gρ(x;ω)(σ(x);ω))V (x)

)
dΨ(ω)

=

∫ σ(x)

0
(x− p)dG(p) + (1− α)(1−G(σ(x)))V (x)
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Differentiating with respect to x yields

V ′(x) = G(σ(x)) + [(x− σ(x)]g(σ(x)σ′(x)− (1− α)g(σ(x))V (x) + (1− α)(1−G(σ(x)))V ′(x)

=
G(σ(x))

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ(x))]

where the last statement follows from the envelope theorem. Thus,

σ′(x) = 1− (1− α)V ′(x) > 0

⇐⇒ 1− (1− α)G(σ(x))

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ(x))]
> 0

⇐⇒ α > 0.

Integrating V ′(x) and imposing the boundary condition V (0) = 0 yields the solution for V (x) given

above. Differentiating V ′(x) yields

V ′′(x) =
σ′(x)α

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ(x))]2
> 0.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 2 is important for computing counterfactuals. Given model primitives and a choice

rule, it allows us to easily solve the model through simulation. Monotonicity of the bid function

implies that, given any simulation in space of bids, there is an equivalent simulation in the space

of values. Furthermore, because a buyer’s optimal bid does not depend upon closing times, the

standing bid in an auction corresponds to the second-highest value among the buyers who arrived

and choose to bid in that auction. The choice rule assigns each buyer who arrives to an auction

based on her value and the state of the market at the time of her arrival. This assignment in

turn determines the state transitions. The auction then eliminates the highest value, and lower

values either exit or enter the pool of losers. The pool of losers grows stochastically over time, and

distribution of loser values approaches a stationary distribution, FL. In the stationary state, we

can simulate the distribution H(x) ≡ G(σ(x)) from the fraction of times that a bidder of type x

wins. Given H, we use equation (2) to compute the continuation values, V (x), and equation (1) to

compute equilibrium bids, σ(x).
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2.3 Identification

In what follows, we assume that the econometrician has access to data on the bid history and the

identity of the bidders. The task is to show that the primitives of the model (α, β, λ, FE) can be

identified from these data.

The first step is to use equation (2) to obtain a closed form solution for the inverse bid function.

Define η(b) ≡ σ−1(b).

Proposition 3: The equilibrium inverse bid function is given by

η∗(b) = b

(
1 +

(1− α)G(b)

α

)
−

(1− α)
∫ b

0 pdG(p)

α
. (4)

Proof: Use equation (2) to substitute for V (x) in equation (1). Evaluating this equation at x = η(b)

and solving for η(b) yields the closed form solution given above. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3 establishes that the buyers’ private values can be estimated directly from data on

bids. It extends the structural approach developed by Elyakime, Laffont, Loisel and Vuong (1994)

and Guerre, Perrigne and Vuong (2000) for estimating static, private value auctions to a dynamic

environment.

Proposition 3 The model primitives, (λ, β, α) and FE , are identified from data on bids if bidder

identities are known.

Proposition 4 is the main result of this section. The parameters are identified from bidder partici-

pation: λ̂ is the average number of new buyers per auction, β̂ is the average number of losers per

auction, and α̂ is the fraction of losing buyers who exit. A non-parametric estimate of G(b) can be

obtained by computing the fraction of times that a buyer wins when he submits a bid of b. We can

then evaluate equation (3) on bids of new buyers to obtain a non-parametric estimate of FE . An

estimate of FL can be obtained by evaluating equation (3) on bids of returning buyers.

Stationarity imposes an interesting over-identifying restriction on FL. Given l(t), the flow of x types

in a period of length ∆ from the pool of losers is given by the expected number of buyers that leave
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during the period times the density at x :

β∆l(t)fL(x).

The flow back into the pool over this period is

(1− α)[1−G(σ∗(x))][β∆l(t)fL(x) + λ∆fE(x)].

On average, these two flows have to equal each other at every x. Recall that, in the stationary

equilibrium, the expected number of bidders in the pool is

l =
(1− α)λ

αβ
.

Equating flows at l(t) = l, we obtain

fL(x) =
α(1−G(σ∗(x))

[1− (1− α)(1−G(σ∗(x))]
fE(x). (5)

Equation (5) is a testable restriction. We can estimate α, fL, fE and G from the data and see if

the estimates satisfy (5).

The remarkable aspect of Proposition 4 is that the primitives of our model are identified and

estimated without solving for the equilibrium choice rule.8 The intuition is that there is only one

dimension of unobserved heterogeneity among the buyers and it can be inferred from bids because

the optimal bid does not depend upon the auction choice. This result is important because solving

for the equilibrium choice rule in dynamic bidding environments may not be feasible. The choice

of auction is observable to subsequent buyers, so each buyer has to worry about the impact of her

choice of auction on the choices of subsequent buyers, and hence upon the probability that she wins

the auction. This dynamic incentive complicates an already difficult problem.

Two questions remain. First, does a stationary equilibrium exist? The bid rule is clearly stationary

but we have not shown that the equilibrium choice rule is stationary. Second, assuming a stationary

equilibrium exists, does a stationary distribution over states exist? The transition probabilities are

clearly not time-invariant since transitions within a period are governed by the arrival of buyers

8The caveat is that we have not proved the existence of a stationary equilibrium choice rule and simply assume
that the data are generated by one.
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and their behavior whereas, at any t ∈ N,.the transition is deterministic with one auction closing

and another auction opening with posted and high bids equal to zero. However, it is relatively

straightforward to show that the stochastic process is Markovian and we believe that arguments

similar to those presented in Backus and Lewis (2012) can be applied to show that there is an

invariant distribution that gives the long-run probabilities of any set of states.

2.4 Endogenous Exit

When a buyer learns that she has lost the auction, she has to decide whether or not to exit the

market. Exit is costless but continuation may be costly. We denote the buyer’s cost of staying in

the market and bidding again by c.We assume that it is drawn from a distribution FC with support

[0, c]. The cost is drawn after she bids and loses, and it is independently distributed across losses.

The probability that a buyer with type x exits is given by

Pr{c > V (x)} ≡ 1− FC(V (x)).

The optimal bid function is

σ(x) = x− FC(V (x))V (x).

The ex ante value function is given by the implicit function

V (x) =

∫ σ(x)
0 (x− p)dG(p)

[1− FC(V (x))(1−G(σ(x))]
.

where G(p) is the probability of winning at a bid of p. Therefore, given G, FC and x, we have three

equations to solve for three numbers: the bid b = σ(x), the continuation value v = V (x), and the

probability of exit α = 1− FC(v).

However, FC is not known. Can it be identified from the data? The answer is yes. To see why, we

use the transformation x = η(b) and express the above three equations in bid space as follows. The

probability of exit becomes

α(b) = 1− FC(V (η(b))).
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The inverse bid function is

η(b) = b+ (1− α(b))V (η(b)),

and the value equation becomes

V (η(b)) =

∫ b
0 (η(b)− p)dG(p)

[1− (1− α(b))(1−G(b))]
.

Substituting V (η(b)) into the inverse bid function, we obtain

η(b) = b

(
1 +

(1− α(b))G(b)

α(b)

)
−

(1− α(b))
∫ b

0 pdG(p)

α(b)
.

Once again, estimates of the private values can be obtained directly from data on bids and exits.

Thus, FE (and FL) are identified. To identify FC , we solve v(b) = V (η(b)).for each bid b and then

plot α(b) against v(b) to determine the distribution of costs.

3 Data

Our primary data consist of all eBay listings for iPads posted between February-September 2013.

We focus on auctions for used 16GB iPad Minis. The data were obtained from eBay’s internal data

warehouse. For each listing, the data contain information about the seller (e.g. identity, feedback

rating) and about the timing and characteristics of the listing (e.g. start date, end date, starting

bid, reserve price, shipping options, etc.). We also observe all of the bids submitted for each listed

item. Importantly, we observe the identities of all bidders and the amounts and times of all bids

they submitted, which allows us to track bidders who lose an auction and return later to bid again

in another auction. We also observe the bid submitted by the winning bidder—not just the sale

price. As explained above, these winning bids are important for estimating G, the distribution of

the maximum rival bid.

eBay sellers can choose whether to sell their items by auction or at a fixed price. Auctions are the

most common (and commonly known) type of sale on eBay. Fixed-price listings remain on the site

for a longer period of time—usually 30 days—and any buyer may purchase the item immediately if

she is willing to pay the posted price. For sellers who choose the auction mechanism, they may also

(for a small fee) give buyers the option of winning the item immediately by paying a “buy-it-now”
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price specified by the seller. Of the used iPad Minis successfully sold in our data, 65% were sold by

auction. Of those sold by auction, 45% offered a buy-it-now option, and 14% ended with a buyer

exercising the buy-it-now option.

Over 70% of the listings in our data ended successfully with a sale. In the analyses below we

focus exclusively on these listings, for two reasons. First, in examining the unsuccessful listings,

we found that many of them were problematic or bogus: e.g., they were listings for broken iPads,

or for hot tips about how to get a free iPad, etc. Second, legitimate auctions that ended without

a sale typically had very high starting bids or very high reserve prices, so effectively these listings

were more like fixed-price listings.

Our model assumes that buyers have unit demands. For iPads it seems reasonable that most

buyers would be interested in buying only one unit, and in the data 92 percent of successful buyers

bought exactly one iPad during the sample period. However, a small fraction of buyers appear to

be systematically buying and reselling iPads on the site. There were 35 eBay users who purchased

10 or more iPad Minis in our data, and some of these users also appear in the data as sellers. In

the analyses reported below we exclude buyers who purchased more than two iPad Minis during

the sample period.

Table 1 shows summary statistics for the auctions that ended with a sale. The average sale price was

$295.29, and the average shipping fee was $7.03. The retail price for a new unit of this particular

model was $329, so the used units on eBay were selling at an average 10% discount relative to the

new retail price. The table indicates that over 5% of the auctions closed at prices above the retail

price; this mostly results from bundled extras (such as cases or extra chargers) that are included in

some auctions. The average number of bidders per auction is 9, but this number varies substantially

across auctions.

Even though we are looking only at auctions for a specific model (16GB WiFi), sale prices exhibit

considerable variation. Some of this variation reflects heterogeneity in item or seller characteristics,

such as color (white vs. black), included extras (like a case), and seller feedback ratings. Even after

controlling for observable characteristics, however, much of the variance in prices remains. This

underscores the relevance of our model: bidders in these markets use dynamic bidding strategies in

part because they know that if they bid in enough auctions, eventually they might get lucky and

be matched against fewer and/or weaker bidders.
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Table 1: Summary statistics: Successful Auctions for 16GB iPad Mini (N = 12, 704)

Percentiles
Mean Std. Dev. 0.10 0.50 0.90

Start price 128.56 110.03 0.99 139.99 290.00
Positive reserve price (0/1) 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.00 1.00
Reserve price (if positive) 261.83 39.57 200.00 270.00 320.00
Sale price 295.29 32.17 236.80 296.60 344.00
Shipping fee 7.03 5.50 0.00 6.60 15.00
Number of bids 20.94 17.51 1.00 17.00 54.00
Number of unique bidders 9.20 6.19 1.00 9.00 20.00
Minutes since last auction 63.76 108.57 1.53 29.58 245.07
# of auctions in next hour 1.54 1.49 0.00 1.00 4.00
Cover included (0/1) 0.19 0.39 0.00 0.00 1.00
Seller feedback (#) 6860.62 42921.54 5.00 119.00 11355.00
Seller feedback (% positive) 98.92 6.71 96.97 100.00 100.00

Repeat Bidding

Conditional on losing an auction, bidders come back to bid again in a subsequent auction 50.2%

of the time. Return times are fairly short: conditional on returning to bid again, 47% of bidders

return within an hour, and 8% return within a minute. The full distribution of return times is

highly skewed, however, since there is a long right tail reflecting bidders who take 24 hours or more

to come back. We use the observed return times to estimate the re-arrival rate, β. This parameter

is not needed for estimating the distribution of valuations—it drops out of the inverse bid function

because we are assuming no time discounting—but it is needed for simulating counterfactuals.

When buyers return to bid on a new item after having lost in a previous auction, they do not

always bid on the exact same model (storage capacity and connectivity). However, for the specific

model we are looking at (16GB WiFi), 83% of returning bidders choose to bid again on the same

model. Among those who switch to bidding on a different model, most either bid on the 32GB WiFi

version (8%) or on the 16GB WiFi+4G version (5%). While clearly there is some substitutability

between the different models, we believe it is a reasonable approximation to treat the 16GB WiFi

market as its own separate market.

We also believe it is a reasonable approximation to treat the used market as separate from the

market for new items. While both new and used items are offered on Ebay, most buyers do not
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appear to view new and used items as substitutes. Of the buyers who lost the bidding on a used

item and returned to bid again, 79% chose to bid on another used item. Of those who bid on

a new item when they returned, only 6% won. For buyers who bid on three or more items, the

modal pattern was to bid exclusively on used items, and the next most common pattern was to

bid exclusively on new items. Treating the used market as separate also avoids the issue of how to

model buyers’ willingness to pay for new vs. used items. In the empirical analysis we use normalized

bids that adjust for item characteristics like color, added extras, and seller feedback ratings—an

approach that implicitly assumes these are vertical characteristics (for example, all buyers have the

same willingness to pay for an extra charger). We suspect this assumption is unlikely to hold with

respect to item condition: some buyers probably care a lot more than others about whether the

item is new vs. used.

Auction Choice

As discussed above, bidders do not always bid in the next-to-close auction when they arrive: some

choose to bid in auctions that won’t be ending for several hours, even if dozens of similar auctions are

ending sooner. Table 2 describes the distribution of chosen auction. In the left panel, the auctions

are numbered in ascending order starting from the soonest to close after the buyer’s arrival. The

buyer’s arrival time is defined as the time of her first submitted bid. The right panel shows how

distant (in minutes) the chosen auction was from the buyer’s arrival. So, for example, 23.8 percent

of arriving buyers chose to bid in auctions that were set to close within 5 minutes of the buyer’s

arrival, and approximately 54 percent chose auctions that ended within the hour. One reason for

this is that buyers prefer to learn the outcome sooner rather than later, and conditional on winning

an auction they want to receive the item as soon as possible. Another reason is that when a buyer

searches for ‘iPad’ on eBay, the default sort order for the search results heavily favors auctions that

are soon to close.9

An important assumption we make in our model is that the current vector of standing high bids

is not informative about future vectors of standing high bids—i.e., the conditional distribution

of the state at some re-arrival date t + r, conditional on the state at time t, is the same as the

unconditional distribution of the state. This assumption is approximately true in the data. Over

9Unless the user specifies otherwise, the sort order is based on eBay’s “Best Match” algorithm. For a straightfor-
ward search like ‘iPad Mini’ the Best Match sort index is highly correlated with the “ending soonest” index.
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Table 2: Timing of chosen auctions, relative to buyer’s arrival

Auction number∗ % choosing Cumul. % Minutes to close % choosing Cumul. %

1 16.7 16.7 <5 23.8 23.8
2-10 28.8 45.5 5-30 18.3 42.1
11-30 26.2 71.7 30-60 11.8 53.9
31-50 10.7 82.4 60-180 25.4 79.3
51+ 17.6 100.0 180+ 20.8 100.0
∗ For each arriving bidder, auctions are numbered in ascending order based on time to close. So, for example,

the table says that 16.7% of bidders chose to bid in the auction that was ending soonest when they arrived.

short time horizons, we do observe some persistence in the vector of standing high bids. To be

precise, if rot is the standing bid in the oth next-to-close auction at time t, we find some evidence that

the rot ’s are serially correlated. However, the correlation is weak. For example, after conditioning on

item characteristics the correlation between r1
t and r1

t+1 (i.e., the correlation between the standing

bid in this period’s next-to-close auction and next period’s next-to-close auction) is only 0.03.

Moreover, the median number of auctions that finish in the time it takes a losing bidder to re-

arrive is 6, and there is virtually no correlation between rot and rot+6 for any o. Therefore it appears

reasonable to assume that the current vector of standing high bids is not informative about future

vectors of standing high bids.

As we argue below, an auction’s “next-to-close interval” is important because the bidding decisions

of buyers who arrive during that interval are the most useful for econometric analysis. The length

of the interval depends on how closely the auction follows the previous one, and the number of

bidders who arrive (stochastically) during the interval naturally depends on its length. Table 3

shows some summary statistics describing variation across auctions in the next-to-close intervals.

The exact timing of an auction’s close relative to the previous auction is difficult for a seller to

control, and will typically just be a function of the (random) time at which the sellers submit their

listings. In the empirical analysis below we therefore assume that variation in the next-to-close

interval is exogenous.
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Table 3: Next-to-close intervals

Percentiles
Mean Std. Dev. 0.10 0.50 0.90

Length (minutes) 63.8 108.6 1.5 29.6 245.1
Number of bidder arrivals 9.2 10.2 0 6 29

4 Estimation

The primary objective of our empirical analysis is to recover FE , the distribution of buyers’ valu-

ations. We observe bids and bidder identities, so we can distinguish in the data between bidders

who are bidding for the first time and bidders who are returning to bid after losing in a previous

auction. For convenience we will refer to these two types as “new bidders” and “returning losers.”

As explained above, the option to bid again after losing causes bidders to submit bids (b) below

their true valuations (x). To estimate FE , we must invert the observed bids using the inverse bid

function given in equation 4. Doing so requires estimates of the exit rate (α) and the distribution

of the maximum rival bid (G). Our approach is to estimate these in a first step, and then plug the

estimates into the inverse bid function to estimate FE in a second step.

An important detail is that the items auctioned in our data are not perfectly identical. We adopt

the conventional approach in the empirical auctions literature of working with normalized bids.

We regress observed bids on item characteristics, Z, and then use the estimated coefficients from

this regression to normalize bids as b̂ = b − Zγ̂. These normalized bids then reflect the bids

that would have been submitted if all auctions were for exactly identical items. The normalizing

regression includes indicators for color (white vs. black); indicators for whether the auction included

a cover, keyboard, screen protector, stylus, headphones, and/or extra charger; seller feedback

ratings; shipping fee; month dummies (to control for a steady downward trend in prices over time);

and day-of-week and hour-of-day dummies.

If we assume the exit rate, α, is constant, then we can estimate it simply as the fraction of losing

bidders who do not return to bid again. Over a time horizon of three weeks, the fraction of bidders

who exit is 0.406. Changing the time horizon, e.g. to two weeks or four weeks, has little impact on

this estimate, since most bidders return relatively quickly if they are going to return at all. If we
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Figure 1: Exit rate as a function of bid
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allow for endogenous exit, as discussed in Section 2.4, then we must estimate a bidder’s probability

of exit as a function of her bid. Since we observe bidders’ bids and also whether they exit (which

we define as not coming back within three weeks), we can estimate the exit function α(b) directly.

Figure 1 shows binned exit frequencies along with an estimate of α(b) computed using the semi-

nonparametric method proposed by Gallant and Nychka (1987). Exit rates are relatively flat with

respect to bidders’ types—at least over the relevant range. Bidders who submit bids below 100

are somewhat more likely to exit, but adjusting their value functions is unimportant: their value

functions are essentially zero since they virtually never win the auction. There is a slight uptick

in exit rates for high-value bidders, perhaps because these bidders elect to purchase at retail (or

at a fixed price on ebay) when they lose an auction. However, in what follows we focus on the

simpler model with exogenous exit, since the differences in exit rates are small, and allowing for

endogenous exit makes simulating the model meaningfully more difficult.10

We estimate the re-arrival rate, β, as the inverse of the average return time. Since we assume

re-arrival times are exponentially distributed, this is the maximum likelihood estimate of β. In the

10Since we can estimate the α(b) function, estimating the model with endogenous exit is not much more difficult
than with exogenous exit. However, when simulating counterfactuals in a model with endogenous exit, we must
compute a new equilibrium in which value functions accurately reflect exit functions and exit functions are optimal
given the value functions.
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Figure 2: Estimates of G(m|b) at different levels of b
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data, the distribution of re-arrival times does not perfectly match the exponential distribution—

in particular, there is too much density at very short return times—but the approximation is

reasonably good. Note that an estimate of β is not needed for estimating FE : it drops out of the

bid function because we are assuming no time discounting. However, an estimate of β is needed to

simulate the model, which we do in the counterfactual analyses in Section 4 below.

We use the data on winning bids to estimate G, the distribution of the maximum rival bid. As

noted above, this distribution may itself depend on the bidder’s type, since a bidder’s choice of

which auction to bid in (i.e., the ρ(x;ω) function) depends on the bidder’s type. To account for this

dependency, we group bids into 45 bins of width 10, and compute a separate estimate of G for each

of these bins. The estimate in each bin is computed by fitting a two-component normal mixture to

the empirical distribution of winning bids corresponding to the bids in that bin.11 Figure 2 shows

the estimated G for four of the bins, chosen to roughly correspond to the 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th

percentiles of the bid distribution. The estimates show that high types tend to bid against stronger

rivals, presumably because of the sorting induced by the ebay mechanism (lower types select out

of auctions with high standing bids).

11For every submitted bid there is a corresponding winning bid in the auction; hence the data used for this exercise
can be thought of as a set of (b,m) pairs.
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Our primary empirical objective is to estimate FE , which requires inverting the bids using equa-

tion (4). The dependence of G on type is important in computing
∫ b

0 pdG(p), since here the shape

of the distribution matters. (Elsewhere in equation (4) we only require the value of G at a given

bid, which we could compute without allowing the shape of G itself to depend on bids.) Since we

estimate G’s in separate bins, when calculating the integral we use a linearly weighted average of

the estimated G’s from adjacent cells in order to avoid jumps in the value of the integral as we

move from one bin to the next.12

With estimates of α and the function G, we can invert the observed bids to determine the bidder’s

underlying valuation. However, in estimating the distribution of these valuations, there are two

reasons why we do not want to use all observed bids. One is the usual concern that much of the

early bidding in eBay auctions does not appear to be serious bidding: early bids are often very

low, and early bidders sometimes end up incrementing their bids upward. More importantly, our

model implies that bidders who choose to bid in later (not soon-to-close) auctions are a selected

sample: they may have opted not to bid in the soon-to-close auctions because the standing bids in

those auctions exceeded their valuations. This means, for example, that to construct the likelihood

for a bid submitted in an auction that was third in line to close, we would have to calculate the

probability of the bid conditional on the bidder choosing not to bid in either of the previous two

auctions—and this conditioning would depend in non-obvious ways on the standing bids in those

two auctions.

To avoid such complications, we base our estimation on bidding that occurs during each auction’s

next-to-close interval: the period of time in which the auction is next to close. On average in our

sample this period lasts 64 minutes (median = 30 minutes), during which roughly 9 bidders arrive

on average (median = 6). We say a bidder “arrives” during auction t’s next-to-close interval if

she submits a bid in any auction during that time window. (We don’t observe when the bidder

literally arrives and starts browsing through auctions; we only observe when she submits a bid.)

We construct the likelihood function based on arriving bidders’ decisions about whether and what

to bid in the next-to-close auction. Let bit be the bid submitted by bidder i during the next-to-

close interval of the tth auction, and let xit be the bidder’s underlying valuation.13 Let rit be the

12For example, for a bid equal to 300, we use a 50/50 mixture of the estimated G’s in the 290-300 and 300-310
bins. For a bid equal to 298, we use a 70/30 mixture of G’s from the 290-300 and 300-310 bins.

13Bidders’ valuations are indexed by t to reflect the fact that there may be observable differences in the items
auctioned. As explained above, we control for these differences by working with normalized bids. We regress bids on
item characteristics, and then compute the normalized bid as the baseline predicted bid plus the residual from this
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standing high bid of the tth auction when bidder i arrives, and pt the closing price. We then make

the following inferences from the bidding decisions:

• If the bidder chose not to bid in the next-to-close auction, we infer that x ≤ σ−1(rit), where

σ−1 is the inverse bid function.

• If the bidder bids in the next-to-close auction but loses with a bid below the final price, we

infer that σ−1(bit) ≤ xit < σ−1(pt).

• If the bidder bids in the next-to-close auction and wins, or loses but has the second-highest

bid, we infer that xit = σ−1(bit).

The likelihood for an observed bid bit is therefore

Lit =



Fit(σ
−1(rit)) if did not bid

Fit(σ
−1(pt))− Fit(σ−1(bit)) if bid, but below final price

fit(σ
−1(bit)) if bid and was highest or second-highest bidder

(6)

where Fit ∈ {FE , FL} depending on whether bit was submitted by a new bidder (E) or a bidder

who was returning after having lost in a previous auction (L).

With parametric assumptions on FE and FL, estimation of the distributions’ parameters by maxi-

mum likelihood is straightforward. In the interest of flexibility, we instead construct nonparametric

estimates of the two distributions using a simple binning method. As described above, each ob-

served bid leads to an inference about the bidder’s underlying valuation. We use these inference

rules to fill in a histogram of valuations: that is, we separate the space of values into bins, and

assign each bidder’s valuation to the bin (or bins) implied by her bid. So, for example, if a bidder

wins her auction, we count her in the bin containing her inverted bid. If a bidder bids in the

regression.
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Figure 3: Estimated densities of valuations
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next-to-close auction but her bid ends up being below the second-highest bid, we assign her to the

bins bracketing the inverted standing bid and the inverted price, giving equal weight to each bin

(i.e., if the difference between the standing bid and the price spans n bins, we assign 1/n bidders

to each of those n bins). For bidders who choose not to bid in the next-to-close auction, we assign

them to bins below the inverted standing bid (again dividing the weights equally across bins).

Figure 3 shows the histogram estimates of the densities, fE and fL. We plot the two histograms

only for values above 200, because the data are essentially uninformative about the shape of the

distributions below that point. We observe very few auctions with standing bids or prices below

200, so our procedure yields estimated histograms that are almost perfectly flat between 0 and 200.

As should be expected, fL has less density on high valuations, since bidders with high valuations

are less likely to show up as returning losers. This difference between fE and fL is driven entirely

by the data, not the model; we are not imposing any restrictions on how the two distributions

differ.

Before moving on to counterfactual analyses of the model, we note that our estimates imply dynamic

incentives have a quantitatively meaningful impact on bidding. Most previous studies using eBay

data have implicitly assumed that buyers are bidding myopically, interpreting the auction price
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as a realization of a second-order statistic from the distribution of valuations. But in a dynamic

framework buyers submit bids below their true values, due to the option value of losing. Since

this option value is largest for buyers with high values—the buyers whose bids determine the final

prices—estimates based on an assumption of static bidding may substantially understate both the

level and the dispersion of buyers’ true values. Based on our estimates, it appears that a static

model of bidding would especially mis-estimate the upper tail of the distribution of bidder values.

For example, we estimate that the winning bidder’s true value (x) is on average $31.07 higher than

the bid she submitted.

Efficiency gains from bidder sorting

[Note: The simulations described below are preliminary. They are based on estimates with exoge-

nous exit (i.e., α is estimated as a constant) and with FE and FL parameterized as lognormal

distributions.]

Having recovered the primitives of the model—the distribution of buyers’ valuations (FE) and the

exit rate (α) and re-arrival rate (β)—we can simulate market outcomes under alternative selling

mechanisms. Note that while we are able to estimate these primitives without imposing a particular

auction choice rule (the rule bidders use to choose which auction to bid in upon arrival), simulating

the model requires specifying this choice rule. Obtaining prices from the simulation also requires

computing the bid function, which requires solving for the continuation value v(x). We do this

by first simulating the auctions in type space (x), then determining the distribution of the highest

rival type (H) as the average probability in the simulations that a buyer with type x wins, and

then computing the value function as

v(x) =

∫ x

0

H(s)

1− (1− α)(1−H(s))
ds .

We simulate prices and allocations (of items to buyers) under three regimes:

1. Fully decentralized mechanism: buyers are randomly assigned to auctions, which we imple-

ment by having each buyer bid in the next-to-close auction when she arrives. Bidding in the

next-to-close auction is an equilibrium auction choice rule if the auction mechanism is closed
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instead of open (i.e., if buyers do not observe standing bids and know nothing about previous

bids in the auctions).

2. Open auctions with sorting : upon arrival, buyers bid in the soonest-to-close auction in which

their optimal bid exceeds the current standing bid. Effectively, buyers go to the next auction

in which their value is at least the second-highest among bidders who have already bid in that

auction. We consider this to be a reasonable guess at the sorting rule that buyers actually

use on eBay.

3. Market-clearing with a uniform auction: rather than having buyers bid in separate auctions

depending on when they arrive, we pool all arriving buyers and pool all sellers, and find

the price at which the market clears. If there are n sellers, the market-clearing price is the

nth-highest value among the buyers. This is an interesting benchmark because it yields the al-

locatively efficient outcome, and in principle it could be implemented (at least approximately)

by eBay—for example, by holding daily uniform auctions.

Table 4 summarizes the outcomes of the simulations. The eBay mechanism, which posts standing

bids and allows buyers to sort themselves into auctions, yields higher auction revenues than a fully

decentralized (closed) mechanism would. The sorting allocates bidders across auctions in a way

that leads to more uniform competition: high-value bidders will rarely be alone in an auction, but

once two high-value bidders are participating in an auction, other arriving high-value bidders will

likely choose other auctions to bid in. Our simulations indicate that the average price in the sorting

mechanism is quite close to the market-clearing price. However, there is still considerable dispersion

in auction prices in the open mechanism, so buyers with relatively low-values (including values below

the market-clearing price) still occasionally win auctions. This means that the open mechanism is

meaningfully less efficient than the market-clearing mechanism from an allocative standpoint—as

indicated by the numbers in Table 4 on gross bidder surplus—even though it delivers almost the

same revenues.

Thick vs. thin markets

To examine how our results depend on market thickness, we compare the market for 16GB iPad

Minis to the market for 64GB iPad Minis. The latter market is a much thinner market, with
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Table 4: Counterfactual prices and bidder surplus

Percentiles
Mean SD .10 .50 .90

Prices:
Closed auctions 321.37 45.97 268.53 317.36 381.04
Open with sorting 327.27 40.68 280.35 322.36 380.96
Market clearing 327.87 – – – –

Gross bidder surplus:
Closed auctions 376.37 69.65 302.28 363.94 464.53
Open with sorting 378.20 68.13 305.45 365.01 465.29
Market clearing 391.29 60.81 335.07 374.33 469.85

only about 1.2 auctions per hour (compared to 2.9 for the 16GB version). The average number of

bidders per auction is similar in the two markets (8.7 for 16GB, 7.8 for 64GB).

We can estimate our model for the 64GB market in the same way as described above for the 16GB

market. Figure 4 shows, in the left panel, the observed distributions of prices (demeaned) for 16GB

vs. 64GB models. The right panel shows the estimated distributions of values (fE) for the two

different models. While the price distributions differ substantially—there is much more dispersion

in prices for the 64GB model—our model can explain the difference as being driven partly by

differences in the bidding as opposed to differences in the underlying values. Our estimates indicate

that the underlying distributions of values are actually somewhat similar (after correcting for the

difference in the means). But the prices in the 64GB market are more dispersed because in the

64GB market bidders’ option values of losing are lower; the weaker dynamic incentives lead to less

compression of the bids.
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Figure 4: Prices and valuations in 16GB and 64GB markets
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